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EPS

EPS stands for Expanded Polystyrene.
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・The thermal insulation properties of EPS keep
   the water temperature in the container stable
   regardless of ambient temperatures.

・Overseas shipment is possible throughout the year!

・The shape of the B’ koi is designed to prevent
   load shifting when piled up.

・The B’ koi is designed based on ergonomics,
   making cargo handling easier.
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* Photograph: Shipment of Nishikigoi carp to London* Photograph: Shipment of Nishikigoi carp to London

A shipping test from Niigata Prefecture (Japan) to Malaysia was performed. 
It took approximately 27 hours from packing to unpacking. 
The B’ koi made of EPS kept temperatures insideat 10 to 20°C, 
and succeeded in shipping the test cargo in good condition.
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Ergonomics is the study of design tools to help people use equipment 
without undue stress to the greatest possible extent.

The top and bottom of the container
have the same shape, improving
packing efficiency!
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Design registration
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